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Abstract

The intersection of legal reasoning and Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP) technologies,
particularly Large Language Models (LLMs),
offers groundbreaking potential for augmenting
human capabilities in the legal domain. This
paper presents our approach and findings from
participating in SemEval-2024 Task 5, focusing
on the effect of argument reasoning in civil pro-
cedures using legal reasoning prompts. We in-
vestigated the impact of structured legal reason-
ing methodologies, including TREACC, IRAC,
IRAAC, and MIRAC, on guiding LLMs to an-
alyze and evaluate legal arguments systemati-
cally. Our experimental setup involved craft-
ing specific prompts based on these methodolo-
gies to instruct the LLM to dissect and scruti-
nize legal cases, aiming to discern the cogency
of argumentative solutions within a zero-shot
learning framework. The performance of our
approach, as measured by F1 score and accu-
racy, demonstrated the efficacy of integrating
structured legal reasoning into LLMs for legal
analysis. The findings underscore the promise
of LLMs, when equipped with legal reasoning
prompts, in enhancing their ability to process
and reason through complex legal texts, thus
contributing to the broader application of AI in
legal studies and practice.

1 Introduction

The process of reasoning in legal arguments is a
crucial aspect of applying legal knowledge in real-
world scenarios. Mastery of this skill enables in-
dividuals to effectively address legal issues and
ascertain the legality of various cases. Recently,
the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
has seen significant advancements, leading to the
growing trend of utilizing Large Language Models
(LLMs) as tools to augment human capabilities.
Given the extensive and often complex body of
legal knowledge, which can be challenging and
time-consuming for the average person to learn,

LLMs present an opportunity to comprehend this
information and offer valuable assistance.

In light of this, the organizers of SemEval-2024
Task 5 (Held and Habernal, 2024) have compiled
a dataset from the domain of U.S. civil procedure.
This dataset includes introductory materials on var-
ious cases, a set of questions, potential argumen-
tative solutions, and labels indicating the accuracy
of these solutions. This initiative provides a frame-
work for evaluating the effectiveness of LLMs in
the legal arena, thereby contributing to the develop-
ment of more sophisticated and capable language
processing tools for legal applications.

In this task, we explored legal reasoning prompts
in Large Language Models (LLMs) (Burton, 2017).
Our focus was on investigating their effectiveness
in differentiating argumentative solutions in civil
procedure cases. The results show that by guid-
ing an LLM to think step-by-step like a lawyer, it
significantly outperforms both Chain of Thought
(CoT) (Wei et al., 2023) reasoning and direct output
methods.

2 Background

2.1 Related Works

Large Language Model(LLM): LLM is a kind
of machine learning model in Nature Language
Processing(NLP), pre-trained on large scale of text
and can generate text based on previous context
(Naveed et al., 2023). Beside LLM’s usage in
general works such as ChatGPT, LLM had also
show its impressive abilities several professional
fields like finance, medical and legal(Kaddour et al.,
2023), such as BloombergGPT (Wu et al., 2023),
Med-PaLM (Singhal et al., 2023) and ChatLaw
(Cui et al., 2023).

LLM in Legal Field: Legal defined rules of hu-
man community, helping to make order to our life.
But legal field have lots of professional knowledge,
making obstacles to common people. Lots of legal
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LLM or related methods are developed to solve this
problem, (Cui et al., 2023) and (Nguyen, 2023) had
trained the LLM in the legal field in Chinese justice,
(Savelka et al., 2023) found that GPT-4 performed
great in explaining legal concepts, (Savelka, 2023)
found that some LLM already has legal knowledge
in itself. These findings demonstrate the ability and
potential of LLM to address legal-related issues.

Legal Reasoning: Legal reasoning is a kind of
reasoning approach which had been used in law
school teaching (Bentley, 1994), this approach ini-
tially aims to help law school students thinking
legal questions in professional structure. (Burton,
2017) had make a overview of several legal rea-
soning approaches, such as ’CLEO’ (Claim, law,
evaluation, outcome). These approaches originally
only used in legal field, until (Savelka, 2023) used
these approaches as prompt in LLM, and found that
these approach can make LLM’s perform well on
legal reasoning task, inspired by their works, we
will try to use these approach flexible in LLM to
help check the truthiness of argument reasoning in
civil procedure.

2.2 Dataset Description

The dataset, developed for SemEval-2024 Task 5,
focuses on the domain of U.S. civil procedure, aim-
ing to test legal language models on their argument
reasoning capabilities. It is meticulously structured
to include a variety of components such as a brief
introduction to each case, specific legal inquiries,
proposed arguments, and in-depth analyses, mak-
ing it a comprehensive tool for evaluating the nu-
anced understanding of legal texts. Each record
within the dataset is uniquely identified and con-
tains fields that detail the legal question at hand, a
potential answer, and an indicator of the answer’s
accuracy (limited to the training and development
subsets). Additionally, the dataset offers rich anal-
yses, including both a focused excerpt relevant to
the given answer and a complete solution expla-
nation, along with supplementary explanations to
contextualize the question further. Below Tab1 is
an example of the dataset:

3 Methodology

3.1 Legal Reasoning Prompts

Upon examining the dataset, we found that a sig-
nificant portion of the legal knowledge pertinent
to the argumentation is encapsulated within the
’Introduction’ segment of the dataset. This obser-

Attribute Value
id 0
question 1. Redistricting. Dziezek, who

resides in the Southern District
of Indiana, sues Torruella...

answer Case Study: Dziezek vs. Tor-
ruella and Hopkins

label 0
analysis So the remaining question is

whether the Western District of
Kentucky, where Torruella re-
sides, is a proper venue...

complete DLet’s see. Under §1391(b)(1),
analysis venue is proper in a district where

all defendants reside. But here
they don’t all reside in the same
district...

explanation Venue in most federal actions is
governed by 28 U.S.C. §1391(b),
which provides: (b) Venue in...

Table 1: Dataset example

vation suggests that the primary function of Legal
Language Models (LLMs) is to facilitate reasoning
from the provided text, as opposed to generating
novel legal insights. Consequently, we have cu-
rated a selection of legal reasoning methodologies
that adhere to the principle of meticulous analysis
of the given text, progressively leading to a well-
founded conclusion. The methodologies selected
for this purpose are as follows:

• TREACC (Topic, Rule, Explanation, Analy-
sis, Counterarguments, Conclusion): Provides
a comprehensive analytical framework that in-
cludes discussions on counterarguments, aid-
ing in the consideration and evaluation of all
relevant aspects of a case in Legal Language
Models (LLM).

• IRAC (Issue, Rule, Application, Conclusion):
The fundamental structure for legal issue anal-
ysis, involving the identification of the issue,
the rule, application of the rule to the facts,
and drawing a conclusion.

• IRAAC (Issue, Rule, Application, Alternative
Analysis, Conclusion): In addition to the basic
steps of IRAC, this method incorporates an
alternative analysis of the case, showcasing
different facets of the issue.
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• MIRAC (Material facts, Issues, Rules, Ar-
guments, Conclusion): Emphasizes the im-
portance of material facts and arguments by
discussing them in detail before proceeding
with the analysis and conclusion.

3.2 Experiments
In the devised architecture, attributes such as "ques-
tion," "answer," and "explanation" were judiciously
chosen to elicit from the Language Model (LLM)
analyses predicated on legal reasoning, utilizing a
zero-shot approach. A prompt was meticulously
crafted, articulating the elements of legal reasoning
methodologies, thereby casting the LLM in the role
of a domain specialist tasked with the meticulous
evaluation of responses in accordance with legal
statutes. Moreover, the LLM was directed to encap-
sulate facets of the legal reasoning process within
designated tags, e.g., <Topic> and </Topic>, to
forestall omissions and diminish the likelihood of
inaccuracies. Detailed elaboration of these prompts
can be found in the appendixA for consultation.

Subsequent to the generation of analysis, these
analyses were employed to instruct the LLM to
adjudicate the cogency of the answers provided.
The Mixtral-8x7B (Jiang et al., 2024) model, noted
for its cost-efficiency and superior performance,
was selected for our experimental evaluations.

4 Results

4.1 Official Evaluation Metrics

Agent F1 Acc

TREACC 0.59 0.62
IRAC 0.60 0.63
IRAAC 0.60 0.63
MIRAC 0.60 0.63
CoT 0.53 0.58
Directly 0.49 0.55

Table 2: Performance of different methods.

As demonstrated in Table 2, various methods
exhibit distinct performances on the test dataset. In
contrast, methodologies such as CoT and Direct
Output solely leverage "question," "answer," and
"explanation" to prompt the LLM to discern the
veracity of the answers.

Our analysis revealed that strategies incorpo-
rating legal reasoning prompts uniformly outper-
formed the CoT and Direct Output approaches, un-

derscoring the efficacy of our methodology. In-
triguingly, the IRAC, IRAAC, and MIRAC meth-
ods manifested identical performance metrics on
the test dataset. A deeper examination of the pre-
diction outcomes suggested that this phenomenon
could be attributed to the pronounced similarity in
the analyses engendered by these methods.

The analyses generated predominantly adhered
to the stipulated procedural steps, fostering a me-
thodical and layered approach to thinking and rea-
soning. With the exception of approximately 1%
of instances, the data conformed to our prompts,
yielding comprehensive structural outputs. An il-
lustrative excerpt from an analysis employing the
IRAC method is presented below:

<issue>...The pivotal legal question con-
cerns the appropriate venue within the
Southern District of New York for a neg-
ligence lawsuit...</issue> <rule>...Venue
is determined by 28 U.S.C. §1391(b)(3),
which stipulates its appropriateness in
any jurisdiction where a defendant re-
sides, provided all defendants are state
residents...</rule> <application>...In ini-
tiating a negligence suit against Lenoir
and Sorrel in Canada, with Sorrel being
served in New York, the query arises
regarding the venue’s suitability for
both defendants...</application> <con-
clusion>...Legal ambiguities surround-
ing the residency requirement for defen-
dants complicate the determination of an
eligible venue for proceeding with the
case...</conclusion>

Our team, identified as "Yuan_Lu" on the leader-
board, achieved a commendable 10th place among
21 participating teams.

4.2 Case Discussion
Here’s a comparison of a cases that classify by
IRAC, CoT and Directly output methods.

• Question: Black White Taxicab, incorporated
in Kentucky, seeks to do business at the Bowl-
ing Green railroad station but faces opposition
from Brown Yellow Taxicab’s exclusive con-
tract with the railroad. Given Kentucky courts’
stance against such contracts as against public
policy, Black White sues Brown Yellow to
prevent it from enforcing the contract. Assum-
ing diversity jurisdiction and the amount-in-
controversy requirement are met, should the
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federal court apply Kentucky law under the
Rules of Decision Act?

• Answer: Apply Kentucky law under the Rules
of Decision Act.

• Explanation: This question references the his-
torical case of Black White Taxicab Co. v.
Brown Yellow Taxicab Co., highlighting the
manipulation of corporate structure to create
diversity jurisdiction and bring a case to fed-
eral court where federal common law, under
Swift v. Tyson, would allow enforcement of a
contract deemed invalid under state law. This
scenario underscores the tension between fed-
eral and state law in diversity cases prior to
the Erie decision.

• Label: False

4.2.1 Directly output’s answer

The answer is TRUE. This interpretation
relies on the Rules of Decision Act as
understood before the Erie decision, sug-
gesting that the federal court would ap-
ply state law unless a federal statute, con-
stitutional provision, or treaty dictates
otherwise.

The direct output mistakenly considers the pre-
Erie understanding applicable, ignoring the sig-
nificant shift in legal practice introduced by Erie
Railroad Co. v. Tompkins.

4.2.2 CoT’s answer

Answer: TRUE, with a caveat. The
response suggests a nuanced approach
where federal courts, under the pre-Erie
doctrine of Swift v. Tyson, might not
strictly apply state law but would con-
sider it alongside a broader interpreta-
tion of common law principles, partic-
ularly regarding public policy against
exclusive contracts for taxi services at
railroad stations.

CoT’s analysis presents a sophisticated under-
standing but incorrectly aligns with the pre-Erie
legal framework, not recognizing Erie’s directive
for federal courts to adhere strictly to state law in
diversity cases.

4.2.3 IRAC’s answer
The analysis is NOT true. Erie Railroad
Co. v. Tompkins overruled the Swift
v. Tyson doctrine, mandating that fed-
eral courts apply state law in diversity
cases. This correct interpretation implies
that, in the scenario provided, the federal
court would indeed apply Kentucky law,
reflecting the post-Erie legal landscape
accurately.

The IRAC method accurately reflects the current
legal standard, demonstrating a correct understand-
ing of the Erie doctrine’s requirement for federal
courts to apply state law in diversity cases, thus
providing the most legally sound interpretation.

4.2.4 Summary
Both Direct Output and CoT inaccurately conclude
based on outdated pre-Erie interpretations, with Di-
rect Output oversimplifying and CoT inadequately
applying post-Erie legal standards. In contrast, the
IRAC method accurately applies the Erie doctrine,
demonstrating a nuanced understanding of current
legal principles by methodically breaking down the
issue and applying the correct rule. This approach
not only ensures precision in legal analysis but
also aligns conclusions with contemporary legal
frameworks, showcasing its distinct contribution
to legal reasoning and highlighting the importance
of structured analysis in achieving accurate legal
interpretations.

5 Conclusion

This study embarked on an exploration of the syn-
ergy between Large Language Models (LLMs) and
legal reasoning methodologies to enhance the pro-
cessing and understanding of legal texts. By in-
tegrating structured legal reasoning prompts de-
rived from methodologies such as TREACC, IRAC,
IRAAC, and MIRAC into the framework of LLMs,
we demonstrated the potential of this approach to
improve the models’ capacity for legal argument
evaluation.
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A Prompts of Legal Reasoning Prompts

A.1 TREACC
”’ Question: question Answer: answer Explanation:
explanation

Analyze the given legal case scenario following
these structured steps:

<topic> Identify and briefly describe the main
legal issue. </topic> <rule> State the relevant legal
principles or statutes that apply to the legal issue
identified. </rule> <explanation> Provide a de-
tailed explanation of the legal principles or statutes,
including their background, scope, and examples
of their application in previous cases. </explana-
tion> <analysis> Apply the facts of the case to the
legal principles or statutes, and evaluate how these
facts fit or support the rules. </analysis> <coun-
terarguments> Identify and explain any potential
counterarguments or opposing views to the main
analysis. </counterarguments> <conclusion> Sum-
marize the analysis and provide a clear conclusion
or opinion on the main legal issue. </conclusion>
Use the given data to perform a structured analysis
and present your findings under each labeled sec-
tion. Don’t forget to add label to each part, Once
you’re sure all tags have been added, say "I’m sure
I’ve added all tags" at the end. Streamline the
length. ”’

A.2 IRAC
”’ Question: question Answer: answer Explanation:
explanation

Analyze the given legal case scenario following
these structured steps:

<issue>Identify the key legal issue at the heart
of the scenario.</issue> <rule>Detail the specific
laws or legal principles that govern the identified
issue.</rule> <application>Examine how the laws
or principles apply to the facts of the case, dis-
cussing the legal merits of the case based on this
application.</application> <conclusion>Conclude
by synthesizing the analysis to state the likely out-
come of the case based on the application of the
rule to the issue.</conclusion>

Use the given data to perform a structured anal-
ysis and present your findings under each labeled
section. Don’t forget to add label to each part, Once
you’re sure all tags have been added, say "I’m sure
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I’ve added all tags" at the end. Streamline the
length. ”’

A.3 IRAAC
”’ Question: question Answer: answer Explanation:
explanation

Analyze the given legal case scenario following
these structured steps:

<issue>Identify the central legal issue present
in the case.</issue> <rule>Articulate the rule of
law that applies to the issue, including any rel-
evant legal standards or precedents.</rule> <ap-
plication>Analyze how the rule of law should be
applied to the particular facts of the case, consid-
ering all relevant factors.</application> <alterna-
tive_analysis>Discuss an alternative legal analy-
sis or perspective that might lead to a different
outcome, considering other possible interpreta-
tions of the law or facts.</alternative_analysis>
<conclusion>Provide a final conclusion that takes
into account both the primary and alternative anal-
yses, and state the most persuasive legal posi-
tion.</conclusion>

Use the given data to perform a structured anal-
ysis and present your findings under each labeled
section. Don’t forget to add label to each part, Once
you’re sure all tags have been added, say "I’m sure
I’ve added all tags" at the end. Streamline the
length. ”’

A.4 MIRAC
”’ Question: question Answer: answer Explanation:
explanation

Analyze the given legal case scenario follow-
ing these structured steps: <material_facts>Begin
by presenting the material facts of the case,
focusing on those critical to the legal is-
sues.</material_facts> <issues>Identify the spe-
cific legal issues that arise from these material
facts.</issues> <rules>State the legal rules and
principles that will be used to address these is-
sues.</rules> <arguments>Develop arguments that
apply the legal rules to the issues, considering
the material facts and any relevant legal argu-
ments, including policy considerations where appli-
cable.</arguments> <conclusion>Conclude with a
summary that encapsulates the findings from the
application of the rules to the issues, supported
by the arguments, and clearly state the resolved
position on the case.</conclusion>

Use the given data to perform a structured anal-
ysis and present your findings under each labeled

section. Don’t forget to add label to each part, Once
you’re sure all tags have been added, say "I’m sure
I’ve added all tags" at the end. Streamline the
length. ”’
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